Video labels

The video labels are attached.

1. \textit{SWB142.avi} — SW mode for $C_1$ colored by vertical displacement contours $\zeta(x, y, tV/L)$

2. \textit{SWB242.avi} — SW mode for $C_2$ colored by vertical displacement contours $\zeta(x, y, tV/L)$

3. \textit{SWB542.avi} — SW mode for $C_5$ colored by vertical displacement contours $\zeta(x, y, tV/L)$

4. \textit{SWB192.avi} — Spanwise vorticity $\omega_x$ contours, SW mode for $C_1$

5. \textit{SWB292.avi} — Spanwise vorticity $\omega_x$ contours, SW mode for $C_2$

6. \textit{SWB592.avi} — Spanwise vorticity $\omega_x$ contours, SW mode for $C_5$